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Abstract
Objective: To investigate evidence of earnings management through the disclosure of adjusted profit (net 
profit minus extraordinary items) by Brazilian banks, considering that managers can exercise discretion 
when disclosing earnings to improve their remuneration or influence investors.
Method: Linear regression model estimates (fixed effects) were performed using quarterly data from 2016 
to 2020 of 21 Brazilian banks listed in B3.
Results: Empirical tests revealed a positive association between extraordinary items and net profit, without the 
effects of adjustment of extraordinary items, confirming the hypothesis that these entities use adjusted profit 
disclosure as a mechanism for managing investor expectations, smoothing the recurring portion of profits.
Contributions: From a market perspective, this study contributes to alerting investors and regulators 
to consider adjustments in the disclosure of statements (Non-Gaap). As for international accounting 
standards, this study contributes to discussions regarding the IASB Exposure Draft ED/2019/7 - General 
Presentation and Disclosures by highlighting the practice of publicly-traded Brazilian banks in the 
disclosure of non-recurring items, which contributes to reducing information asymmetry in principal-
agent relationships.
Keywords: Earnings Management. Banks. Extraordinary Items. Recurring Profits. Non-Gaap Measures.
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1. Introduction

This study investigates evidence of Brazilian banks’ earnings management by disclosing adjusted 
profit (net profit minus extraordinary items). The assumption supporting this expectation is that managers 
can exercise discretion to manage and manipulate earnings due to incentives, such as achieving a better 
remuneration or even increasing the entity’s market value (Cain, Kolev, & McVay, 2020). It may occur by 
classifying transactions that integrate net profit and which negatively impact an entity’s performance, as 
extraordinary items; i.e., potential lack of neutrality (IASB, 2019). This study is inserted in the literature 
addressing non-GAAP financial measures – additional information not required by accounting standards 
– in the capital market, in which disclosing entities seek to influence investor expectations. 

Earnings management has been the object of great interest in the accounting literature since the last 
years of the 20th century, as verified by surveys conducted by Schipper (1989), Healy and Wahlen (1999), and 
Dechow and Skinner (2000), significantly impacting the development of models to measure this practice – such 
as Jones (1991) and Dechow, Sloan and Sweeny (1995), for instance. The study conducted by Martinez (2001) 
in Brazil was a landmark, and the practice has gained relevance since then, as reported by Martinez (2013).

This type of research has addressed entities in the financial system, despite banks’ regulated environment. 
The reason is that regulation is not sufficient to suppress the so-called agency conflicts and opportunities in 
the legislation or in the regulatory framework. These can be used in opportunistic and discretionary behavior, 
to manage earnings, involving both the smoothing of profits over periods and the intention to present 
better results and improve economic-financial indicators. In this context, the literature addressing earnings 
management in financial institutions has focused on the use of provisions for credit-risk associated losses 
(Alali & Jaggi, 2010; Curcio & Hasan, 2015; Dantas, Medeiros, & Lustosa, 2013; Kanagaretnam, Krishnan, & 
Lobo, 2010;  Macedo & Kelly, 2016; Silva, Niyama, Rodrigues & Lourenço, 2018; Silva & Robles Júnior, 2018; 
Soedarmono, Pramono & Tarazi, 2017), and the fair value of financial instruments, including derivatives 
(Beatty & Harris, 1999; Beatty, Ke, & Petroni, 2002; Dantas, Galdi, Capelletto, & Medeiros, 2013; Dantas, 
Medeiros, Galdi, & Costa, 2013; Gabriel & Corrar, 2010; Shrieves & Dahl, 2003; Zhuang, 2016).

Even though the literature addressing earnings management is quite extensive, research assessing 
this practice through non-GAAP measures (especially the disclosure of revenue components as 
extraordinary items) to convey that such items will not recur in the future is still incipient. McVay (2006), 
Barua, Lin and Sbraglia (2010), Fan, Baura, Cready and Thomas (2010), Lopes, Pinheiro and Dias Filho 
(2014), and Li, Su, Dong, and Zhu (2018) are examples of studies addressing this aspect. The assumption 
underlying this relationship is that the content of disclosed financial information, including non-GAAP 
measures, influences the economic agents’ decision-making and may implicate in wealth transfer. 
Therefore, entities would disclose such information in the number and quality necessary, considering 
that economic incentives are higher than otherwise (Suzart, 2015).
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A potential lack of neutrality when addressing these items has drawn attention from the International 
Accounting Standards Board (Iasb), which has discussed this topic and shown a concern with the way 
entities disclose the information of unusual items. It varies significantly depending on the entity, while 
classification criteria are often unclear. For this reason, Iasb incorporated the Exposure Draft ED/2019/7 
– General Presentation and Disclosures, reviewing the income statement model and forecast of disclosure 
of infrequent or non-recurring results. The purpose is to include this disclosure, which currently integrates 
non-GAAP measures, into accounting standards, with criteria to ensure a consistent and uniform pattern 
that enables comparisons over time and between entities.

This study serves to fill in a gap in the literature addressing earnings management in financial 
institutions by focusing on an alternative strategy to identify this opportunistic practice, i.e., using the 
classification of earnings components as extraordinary items. Even though it focuses on Brazilian banking 
entities, which present specific characteristics, this study contributes to creating expectations regarding the 
use of extraordinary items in other economic segments, considering that the response of other segments 
to the economic incentive of this practice may be similar. We expect to identify whether the financial 
statements of Brazilian banks present signs of bias when disclosing extraordinary items, which may 
compromise reliability and neutrality and induce stakeholders (especially shareholders, regulators, and 
creditors) to make wrong decisions. In addition, classifying certain items in the income statement as 
extraordinary conveys the message that they will not repeat in the following periods, influencing users’ 
perception regarding what recurrent earnings would be.

Unlike the management of losses associated with credit risk or recognition of the fair value of financial 
instruments, for instance, investors may find it challenging to detect this type of earnings management 
(manipulation). It does not change net profit and can be a less costly form of earnings management (Barua, 
Lin, & Sbraglia, 2010). It is, therefore, a less obvious approach to earnings management in banks, in which 
managers would influence future earnings expectations without changing the measure of present earnings.

Empirical tests used the quarterly data (2016 to 2020) from 21 Brazilian banks publicly listed in 
Bolsa Balcão (B3). The results revealed a positive association between extraordinary items and net profit 
before considering the reclassification of extraordinary items.

This evidence is compatible with assumptions of smoothing adjusted net profit – a proxy for what 
would be recurring earnings. It suggests that bank managers attempt to influence the expectations of users 
toward future earnings, using the “extraordinary items” classification to convey stability and predictability 
of the profits “ordinary” share”, influencing expectations regarding future earnings, which is in line with 
existing literature. Additionally, this study’s results reinforce the concern shown by Iasb with ED/2019/7 
with the need to regulate the disclosure of infrequent or non-recurring events, establishing minimum 
criteria to ensure neutrality when disclosing statements.
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2. Literature Review

2.1 Earnings Management in Financial Institutions 

Considering that the objective of financial statements is to provide useful information to facilitate 
the efficient allocation of resources and stakeholders’ decisions, managers have to exercise discretion 
and judgment to convey information regarding the companies’ performance when there is asymmetry 
(Cohen & Zarowin, 2007). Discretion may be used to maximize value opportunistically though; that is, 
managers may have incentives to transmit information for their own benefit, choosing accounting methods 
and estimates that do not faithfully reflect underlying economic conditions, making room for earnings 
management (Araújo, Lustosa, & Paulo, 2018; Watts & Zimmerman, 1986).

Schipper (1989) defines earnings management as a purposeful intervention in the process of 
developing external financial statements to obtain a particular benefit. Alternatively, Healy and Whalen 
(1999) consider earnings management when managers make judgments based on the reports and 
structuring of transactions to change financial statements. Finally, Martinez (2013) explains that earnings 
management is intended to change the stakeholders’ perceptions of an entity’s activities or achieve a given 
outcome in agreements linked to the disclosure of accounting information.

The managers’ opportunistic actions to the detriment of shareholders/investors may arise from 
conflicts of interest between agents (managers) and principals (shareholders/investors), explained by the 
Theory of Agency, the focus of which is to determine a more efficient contract to guide the principal-
agent relationship (Eisenhardt, 1988). Jensen and Meckling (1976) predicted that agents are more likely 
to behave in line with the principal’s interests by establishing an outcome-based contract, considering that 
the rewards for both agent and principal depend on the same actions. As a consequence, outcome-based 
contracts would be more effective in inhibiting managerial opportunism.

Dittmann and Maug (2007) state that to decrease the impact arising from agent-principal conflict 
of interests, shareholders started offering remuneration packages to managers, usually driven by results, 
to encourage the desired outcomes. Agents have preferences and tend to seek personal benefits, however, 
instead of effectively working to improve a company’s value (Jensen & Meckling, 1976). Managers may 
use accounting information to manage earnings and achieve their desired compensation, achieving the 
performance the principal expected, only as of the result the management produced.

Earnings management in financial institutions may take many forms. For instance, through the 
provision for credit risk losses (PCL), by measuring the fair value of financial instruments and recognizing 
it as the period’s revenue or as other comprehensive earnings, or by directly manipulating profits. This 
type of entity has an incentive to manipulate earnings because accounting profits convey information to 
investors and play an essential role in assessing an entity’s performance and accounting-based contracting 
(Warfield, Wild, & Wild, 1995).

Various empirical studies sought evidence for earnings management in banking entities. For 
instance, Curcio and Hasan (2015) found evidence that it is an important factor affecting decisions 
concerning the provision for credit risk losses in European Union banks and other countries outside the 
European Union. Dantas, Medeiros, and Lustosa (2013) found that PCL is used to manage earnings. In the 
same line, though focusing on the presence of foreign capital, Macedo and Kelly (2016) report evidence 
that the level of profit has influenced PCL.
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More recently, Silva and Robles Júnior (2018) confirmed the relevance of PCL, mainly in the results 
of financial institutions, because this provision works as a source that decreases credit portfolio and directly 
impacts these entities’ results. Dantas, Medeiros, Galdi, and Costa (2013) also approached management 
in banks, seeking to verify whether there is discretion in recognizing and measuring derivative financial 
instruments for earnings management. They found that banks use this practice to smooth results, and it 
more frequently occurs among private institutions with smaller asset sizes and lower capitalization levels.

In turn, Koch, Waggoner, and Wall (2018) examined the impact of recent guidelines from banks in 
the United States to offset incentives in the banks’ efforts to create countercyclical capital buffers to absorb 
losses during periods of economic weakness. The results suggest that earnings-based accounting guidelines 
create earnings management incentives consistent with countercyclical capital buffers. However, the parties 
that encourage payment of compensation in the form of equity-linked instruments may encourage senior 
managers to lower capital buffers during periods of higher earnings.

These are some examples of studies addressing earnings management in financial institutions, with 
studies more frequently exploring provisions for credit losses, an interest that is explained by the fact that 
these represent the main accruals in banks (Kanagaretnam, Lim, & Lobo, 2010), but also involving other 
types of operations or information.

2.2 Earnings Management through Adjusted Profit

Earnings management involving adjusted profit smoothing may include recognizing extraordinary 
items to influence earnings distribution (Lopes, Pinheiro, & Dias Filho, 2014). It appears, based on a 
preliminary analysis of the financial statements disclosed by Brazilian banks, that they classify revenues and 
expenses included in the income statement as extraordinary items, which, however, do not arise from financial 
intermediation or revenues deriving from the provision of services. Banks usually classify part of the legal 
civil and tax demands, for instance, expenses with layoffs and retirements, non-recurring tax credits, profit or 
loss on the sale of shares, among others, as extraordinary items, in line with these entities’ quarterly reports.

This first impression suggests that transactions or events with a negative impact on an entity’s results 
(expenses/losses) are more frequently classified as uncommon or infrequent than positive transactions 
and events (revenue/profits). It suggests a lack of neutrality in the approach, justifying and reinforcing 
the concern IASB expressed with ED-2019/7, which proposes regulating unusual or non-recurring items. 
Even though these are not currently regulated in accounting standards, extraordinary items are seen as 
items that do not result from an entity’s intrinsic activity. Hence, they do not refer to a new classification as 
operational and non-operational because they are unpredictable. Unlike profits generated by continuous 
operation, these items are unique and contingency (Li, Su, Dong, & Zhu, 2018).

With Brazilian accounting converging to the IFRS standards,  presenting extraordinary items in 
the income statement is now prohibited, as established by International Accounting Standards (IAS) 1 – 
Presentation of Financial Statements – paragraph 87: “An entity shall not present any items of income and 
expense as extraordinary items, either on the face of the income statement or in the notes”. As from the 
2020 annual statements, BCB resolution No. 2, from 2020, established the mandatory disclosure in the 
explanatory notes of recurring and non-recurring results separately.
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This decision of the Central Bank of Brazil (BCB), in anticipation of the discipline intended by 
IASB, is in line with the statement by Flores and Lopes (2019) that after the publication of IFRS 14 – 
Regulatory Deferral Accounts, entities with regulated activities could adopt international standards for the 
disclosure of financial statements, together with statements with regulatory purposes. Thus, the publication 
of extraordinary items in the income statements became evident.

Some empirical studies address this topic. McVay (2006), for instance, examined the classification 
of extraordinary items in financial statements as a tool to manage earnings. Evidence shows that managers 
opportunistically transfer essential expenses to extraordinary items, and investors act surprised in the next 
period when these expenses return to core earnings in the following year. Using a similar methodology, 
McVay (2006), Barua, Lin, and Sbaraglia (2010) verified that managers also opportunistically classify 
operational expenses as discontinued operations to inflate basic core earnings and meet analysts’ 
expectations. In continuation to these studies, Fan, Barua, Cready, and Thomas (2010) found further 
evidence of classification change when the ability of managers to manipulate accruals seems to be limited 
to meet gains benchmarks. Overall, evidence largely supports McVay’s (2006) conclusion, according to 
which managers’ involvement in changing classifications is not neutral. The previous study also shed light 
on the conditions under which managers are more likely to change classifications.

According to Andrade and Múrcia (2019), when recognizing extraordinary items, one must verify 
whether these are non-recurring and not related to the company’s activities. These are posted after net profit, 
increasing or decreasing the final net profit, directly impacting reserves and dividend allocation. Earnings 
management arises from the discretion of professional judgment in disclosure, in which a company’s 
performance would be presented to the market according to the agent’s instead of the principal’s interest.

Based on the previous discussion, the following hypothesis is proposed for empirical testing:

H1: Publicly traded Brazilian banks use the disclosure of extraordinary items as an earnings management 
mechanism by smoothing adjusted profit measures – a proxy of recurring earnings.

3. Methodological Procedures

3.1 Data

This study, focused on the banking segment, was intended to analyze the behavior of Brazilian banks 
listed on Brasil Bolsa Balcão (B3). These entities are obliged to comply with the decisions of the National 
Monetary Council (CMN), as the BCB’s regulatory and supervisory body, in addition to the Brazilian 
Securities and Exchange Commission (CVM). 

According to Lopes, Pinheiro, and Dias Filho (2014), it is possible to consider that, in a well-
regulated sector, earnings management assumes a differentiated behavior, considering there would be 
fewer incentives for management due to the quality and amount of information demanded by regulators. 
According to Pelucio-Grecco, Geron, Grecco, and Lima (2014), the Brazilian regulatory environment is 
the most efficient restrictive factor preventing earnings management. Additionally, specifically focusing 
on publicly traded banks makes sense because of the availability of data in the databases and the fact that 
these entities have more economic incentive to influence stakeholders’ expectations, especially investors, 
regarding recurring profits.
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It included data from 21 Brazilian banks, which had shares traded on B3 in June 2021, and 
information available in the Refinitiv Eikon and Economática databases. Therefore, quarterly information 
was collected between 2016 and 2020, totaling 420 observations (bank/quarter), three of which were 
excluded because of insufficient data regarding at least one of the variables composing the economic 
model adopted. Hence, this study resulted in an unbalanced panel of  417 observations (bank/quarter).  

Data were divided into two blocks: (a) block 1, containing all the 417 bank/quarter observations 
reporting accounting balances; and (b) block 2, composed of 210 bank/quarter observations, which 
effectively disclosed income and expenses as extraordinary items, that is, observations presenting zero 
balances were excluded. 

3.2 Operational Model

A linear regression model (3.1) for panel data was developed for the empirical tests, according 
to Marques (2000), who considers that longitudinal regression models provide a larger amount of 
information, more significant data variability, less multicollinearity between variables, a greater number 
of degrees of freedom, and more efficiency when estimating parameters.

 (3.1)

Where:
 : refers to extraordinary items reported by bank i in quarter t, relativized by total assets at the 

beginning of the period;
 : refers to accounting net income – not considering the effects of classifying income components 

as extraordinary items – from bank i in quarter t, weighted by total assets at the beginning of the period;
 : a measure of entity’s size, represented by the natural log of bank i’s total assets in quarter t; 

 : capitalization ratio, represented by the ratio between equity and total assets of bank i in quarter t; 
 : Gross Domestic Product variation in quarter t; 

 : the Brazilian economy’s basic interest rate, Selic, in quarter t.
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The variable of interest of the model used to test the hypothesis is net profit, without considering 
the effects of classifying extraordinary items, including all the study’s observations (LL). The relationship 
between this variable and the dependent variable, represented by extraordinary items (IE), will allow us to 
reach conclusions regarding earnings management with the purpose of adjusted profit (LLaj), considering 
the assumptions highlighted in Figure 1.

(=) Net Profit LL

If LL is low or negative
More negative IE (expenses) 
are recognized in the 
income statement 

IE with a negative sign in the 
adjusted profit improves 
(increases) adjusted profit – 
a proxy of recurring revenue

If LL is too high
More positive IE (revenues) 
are recognized in the 
income statement

IE cwith a positive sign in 
the adjusted profit worsens 
(decreases) adjusted profit – 
a proxy of recurring revenue

(=) Adjusted net income in the period LLaj

Figure 1. Profit adjusted according to extraordinary items to manage adjusted profit

Hence, there will be evidence of earnings management by smoothing adjusted net profit using 
extraordinary items (LLaj) if a positive relationship is found between the dependent variable (IE) and 
accounting net profit (LL) before considering the effects of classifying extraordinary items. This positive 
association, the higher (lower) the net profit, the higher (lower) the magnitude of values classified as 
extraordinary items, results in smoothing adjusted net profit – a proxy of recurring profit–as hypothesized 
in H1. Therefore, a bank entity conveys to investors, regulators, and depositors the message that its 
performance is stable and predictable, conferring trustworthiness and credibility. 

Additional explanatory variables were included to improve the model’s specification and control for 
the entity’s characteristics concerning size (Tam) and capitalization index (Cap), level of economic activity 
(PIB), and the basic interest rate level (Sel) on the level of disclosure of extraordinary items.

The Tam variable was included because larger entities require more external resources to 
finance their investments and, therefore, seek to present better performance, which may encourage the 
opportunistic use of extraordinary items (Barros, Soares, & Lima, 2013; Cain, Kolev, & McVay, 2020). 
Additionally, considering that larger entities perform more diversified activities, it is natural to expect 
that they register a larger relative share of extraordinary items. As for the expected sign, considering 
that extraordinary items can be either income or expenses, it may be positive or negative. Therefore, the 
most important aspect for this study’s purposes is to control for these effects so as not to compromise 
conclusions regarding the variable of interest.
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The explanation for incorporating the Cap variable is that the banks’ level of capital may influence 
the disclosure of extraordinary items. Therefore, in theory, a positive sign is expected for the relationship 
between the bank’s level of capitalization (Cap) and values recognized as extraordinary items (IE). The 
reason is that banks with higher equity levels would have fewer incentives to improve adjusted net profit 
(LLaj), decreasing the likelihood of opportunistic demands (Dantas & Medeiros, 2015) – in this case, less 
need to inform a larger share of expenses as extraordinary items.

In the case of the level of economic activity (PIB), Dantas, Medeiros, Galdi, and Costa (2013) explain 
that demand for credit operations increases in times of greater economic dynamism. Hence, assuming 
that under challenging times, these demands fall, PIB may influence managers’ opportunistic behavior 
when s/he seeks to maintain his/her earnings levels, which would lead to a greater search for accounting 
manipulation opportunities, among which recognizing a higher number of expenses as extraordinary 
items. Hence, a positive sign is naturally expected for the relationship with the dependent variable, IE.

Regarding the Sel variable, a change in the economy’s basic interest rate, Selic, is expected to 
affect the market agents’ expectations. Moreover, as an instrument of economic policy, it directly affects 
market liquidity (Dantas, Medeiros, Galdi & Costa, 2013), which may encourage, for instance, banks to 
recognize (or not) IE when there is a lack (or excess) of demand for liquidity, explaining the convenience 
of incorporating this control, though, it is not possible to specify the sign expected. 

Sensitive analysis was carried out by estimating model (3.1) with all the bank/quarter observations; 
with/without treating outliers; with winsorization at 5%; and only with the bank/quarter observations in 
which the value of the extraordinary items differs from zero, also with/without winsorization at 5%. The 
objective was to verify whether the results were consistent in all the cases.
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4. Analysis of Results

4.1 Descriptive Statistics 

The first stage of the empirical tests consisted of calculating the model’s (3.1) variables for blocks 1 
and 2, whose descriptive statistics are presented in Table 1.

Table 1 
Descriptive statistics of model (3.1) and composition of IE according to block

Panel A: Descriptive statistics of the model’s continuous variables

Block 1

Variables N Mean Median Standard 
Deviation Minimum Maximum

IE 417 -0.0003 0.0000 0.0007 -0.0022 0.0075

LL 417 0.0051 0.0035 0.0085 -0.0515 0.0542

Tam 417 24.1571 23.8814 2.2882 18.2983 28.3338

Cap 417 0.2090 0.1047 0.2658 0.0461 0.9974

PIB 417 0.0016 0.0040 0.289 -0.0916 0.0776

Sel 417 0.0189 0.0158 0.0094 0.0047 0.0348

Block 2

Variables N Mean Median Standard 
Deviation Minimum Maximum

IE 210 -0.0052 -0.0004 0.0009 -0.0022 0.0075

LL 210 0.0037 0.0031 0.0028 0.0000 0.0208

Tam 210 24.1548 23.8796 1.6420 22.1330 28.2020

Cap 210 0.1013 0.0954 0.0343 0.0461 0.1888

Panel B: Percentage of IE in the blocks’ composition

Block 1 Block 2

Without IE 47.00% -

Negative IE (Mostly Expenses) 49.88% 94.12%

Positive IE (Mostly Income) 3.12% 5.88%

Note: IE: extraordinary items; LL: accounting net profit, without the effects of the reclassification of extraordinary items; 
Tam : entity’s size; Cap: capitalization index; PIB: Gross Domestic Product variation; Sel: the Brazilian economy’s basic 
interest rate, Selic

The descriptive statistics of block 1’s continuum variables (Panel A) reveal that the value 
of extraordinary items (IE) per quarter ranges from -0.22% and 0.75% of the assets, with dispersion 
equivalent to 0.07%. Measures of central tendency, mean and median, close to 0%, reveal an expressive 
number of banks presenting extraordinary items equal to zero. This is also observed in Panel B, in which 
approximately 47% of the bank/quarter observations composing block 1 present extraordinary items 
with a value equal to zero. These zero values are possibly explained by the fact that in certain quarters: (i) 
there were no events classified as extraordinary or (ii) extraordinary events did occur, but the managers 
responded to incentives and did not disclose them at discretion. Regarding extraordinary items different 
from zero, Panel B, block 1 shows that most of the extraordinary items concerned net expenses, suggesting 
that banks generally recognize a larger number of expenses, resulting in increased adjusted net profit 
(LLaj) in relation to accounting net profit (LL).
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Panel A in block 2, in which bank/quarter observations with zero value of extraordinary items are 
excluded to identify the observations that effectively represent extraordinary items of income and expenses, 
shows that measures of central tendency, mean and median, indicate that extraordinary items correspond to 
-0.52% and -0.04% of the banks’ assets, respectively. Note that extraordinary expenses were more frequent 
than income, as the negative sign shows. As data in block 1, this prevalence of extraordinary expenses in 
block 2 is corroborated by Panel B, in which 94.12% of the extraordinary items disclosed by the banks are 
negative, suggesting they are improving adjusted net profit (LLaj) in relation to accounting net profit.

In the case of net profit (LL), the descriptive statistics (Panel A) show that quarterly data indicate an 
average return on assets around 0.51% and 0.37% per quarter, with a dispersion of 0.85% and 0.28% in Blocks 
1 and 2, respectively. Extreme situations of positive returns (5.42% and 2.08% per quarter) in both blocks, 
or negative (-5.15% per quarter) for block 1, and null return for block 2, on assets, are either infrequent or 
neutralized by observations with signs with an inverse direction. In any case, the statistics show that these 
entities record an average return of 2.04% and 1.48% per year (annualized quarterly average). This indicates 
that the average return in block 2, presenting only bank/quarter observations with non-zero extraordinary 
item balances, is smaller than the set of observations (block 1). This situation suggests that because banks 
have smaller average returns, those with non-zero extraordinary item balances may have more incentives 
to use opportunistic extraordinary items, which explains smoothing adjusted net profit (LLaj).

Regarding the variable representing the institutions’ size (Tam), descriptive statistics reveal a marked 
dispersion in both blocks, showing the differences between the entities’ size – which is a characteristic of 
the Brazilian banking market, with few large publicly traded banks such as Banco do Brasil, Itaú, Bradesco, 
and Santander. 

As for the capitalization index (Cap), data show that the banks have 21% of capitalization level on 
average in block 1 and 10% in block 2. Statistics show in the distribution tails banks with almost integral 
participation (99%) of their own resources in the financing of their total assets and banks with 4.6% share 
in block 1. In block 2, descriptive statistics reveal that, in the cases in which there is the effective disclosure 
of extraordinary items (positive or negative), the capitalization index is smaller. This suggests that these 
entities have a greater need to manage adjusted net profit to convey they can generate results and offset 
their lower level of capital.

Concerning macroeconomic variations, PIB data reveal the economic situation in Brazil in the 
period under study (2016-2020), characterized by times of economic decline and small growth, reflecting 
an average growth close to zero. Furthermore, in the case of the Sel variable, data show when the basic 
interest rate decreased between 2016 and 2020.
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4.2 Correlation Matrix and Univariate Analysis

The second stage of tests comprises an analysis of Pearson’s correlation matrix between the model’s 
(3.1) dependent and independent variables. The results are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2 
Pearson’s correlation matrix between the model’s (3.1) variables

Bloco 1 Bloco 2

IE LL Tam Cap PIB Sel IE LL Tam Cap PIB Sel

IE  1.00  1.00

LL  0.08*  1.00  0.13**  1.00

Tam -0.02  0.02  1.00 -0.07 -0.16**  1.00

Cap  0.13***  0.56*** -0.47*** 1.00 -0.10  0.41*** -0.39***  1.00

PIB  0.02  0.03  0.00 -0.00  1.00  0.06 -0.01  0.02 -0.01  1.00

Sel  0.03  0.00 -0.05 0.03 -0.08 1.00  0.04  0.03 -0.09  0.05 -0.11 1.00

Note: IE: extraordinary items; LL: accounting net profit, without the effects of reclassifying extraordinary items; Tam: 
entity’s size; Cap: capitalization index; PIB: Gross Domestic Product; Sel: the economy’s basic interest rate, Selic. Statistical 
significance level: *** 1%; ** 5%; and * 10%. 

The univariate analysis – correlation between the model’s (3.1) dependent variable IE and 
independent variables – initially reveals a positive correlation with the variable of interest LL, 8% and 13% 
in both blocks. This shows the first evidence of what hypothesis H1 predicts, that is, the higher (lower) the 
net profit, the greater (smaller) the amounts recognized as extraordinary items, supporting the expected 
smoothing of the recurring earnings proxy. However, for the independent control variables – Tam, PIB, 
and Sel –, the correlation coefficients with the dependent variable, IE, are little expressive, except for Cap in 
block 1, which shows a positive and significant correlation.

Notwithstanding these first indications provided by the univariate analysis, the multivariate analysis 
more conclusively assesses the relevance of the independent variables of interest and control variables to 
explain the level of values recognized as extraordinary items in Section 4.3.

As for the correlation between independent variables, the negative correlation between Sel and PIB is 
noteworthy. It indicates a negative relationship between the economy’s basic interest rate level and the level 
of economic activity in the period under study (2016-2020), suggesting that the interest rate influenced the 
level of economic growth – the lower the interest rate, the higher the level of economic activity. 

According to the practical rule suggested by Gujarati (2006), the correlations presented in Table 2 
are not sufficient to reach the threshold that would configure a high risk of multicollinearity. The author 
notes that this risk exists when the correlation between independent variables is at least 0.8. Additionally, 
the statistics of Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) tests revealed that the maximum value found was 2.21 and 
1.17, in blocks 1 and 2, respectively, confirming and reinforcing evidence found in the correlation matrix 
and removing the risk of multicollinearity in the estimations.
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4.3 Model Estimation

Tests were performed to choose the most appropriate estimation method for the multivariate 
analysis in blocks 1 and 2. The Chow test’s result, which rejects the null hypothesis, indicates that data 
modeling is the most suitable for both data sets. The Breusch-Pagan test confirms this result as it rejects 
the hypothesis that the Pools model offers appropriate estimators; that is, there are statistically significant 
differences (at 5% level) between the companies over time that justify the adoption of panel modeling. 
Then, the Hausman test was performed to verify which model, fixed or random, would be the most 
appropriate. The results indicate that the hypothesis concerning the adequacy of the correction model, 
random effects, was rejected, revealing that the most appropriate estimation is through the fixed effects 
model. Hence, the model (3.1) was estimated using sectional fixed effects, combining the complete data 
set (block 1) restricted to the observations with non-zero extraordinary items (block 2), without treating 
outliers and with winsorization of data at 5%.

Table 3  
Results of the model (3.1) estimation using sectional fixed effects

Model:

Variables: Block 1 Block 2

(1) (2) (3) (4)

C
-0.0067 0.0076 0.0212** 0.0183

(-1.06) (-1.01) (1.19) (1.10)

LL
0.0121* 0.0282*** 0.2147*** 0.2200***

(1.81) (2.83) (6.37) (6.66)

Tam
0.0003 -0.0003 -0.0008 -0.0007

(1.06) (1.00) (-1.15) (-1.06)

Cap
-0.0022*** -0.0018* -0.0268*** -0.0256***

(-2.98) (-1.88) (-4.04) (-4.13)

PIB
0.0008 0.0038 0.0028 0.0027

(0.75) (0.37) (1.46) (1.43)

Sel
0.0069* 0.0055 -0.0034 -0.0022

(1.76) (1.31) (-0.29) (-0.20)

N 417 417 210 210

R² 0.2513 0.028 0.2215 0.0017

F 5.26 2.16 13.70 11.65

Prob(F-stat) 0.0000 0.0581 0.0000 0.000

Notes: IE: extraordinary items; LL: accounting net profit, without the effects of reclassifying extraordinary items; Tam: 
entity’s size; Cap: capitalization index; PIB: Gross Domestic Product variation; Sel: the economy’s basic interest rate, Selic. 
Statistical significance level: *** 1%; ** 5%; and * 10% (two-tailed). Estimations: (1) complete data set, without treating 
outliers; (2) complete data set with winsorization at 5%; (3) data restricted to non-zero IE, without treating outliers; and (4) 
data restricted to cases with non-zero IE and winsorization at 5%.
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Considering the model estimations, the results concerning the variable of interest revealed a positive 
and statistically significant relationship between the variable of interest LL and the dependent variable IE. 
This relationship existed regardless of whether the complete data set was considered or whether data were 
restricted to cases where extraordinary items were different from zero, or yet, whether outliers were treated or 
not with winsorization. This empirical evidence shows that the higher (lower) the accounting net profit before 
considering the effects of extraordinary items, the larger (smaller) is the amount classified as extraordinary 
items, impacting adjusted net profit – a proxy of recurring income measure. These findings corroborate 
hypothesis H1 that managers would classify income items (income and expenses) as extraordinary items 
to manage earnings, smoothing adjusted profit, after excluding the effects of share that would be transitory. 

The underlying assumption is that bank managers seek to influence the users’ expectations toward future 
earnings, using the classification of “extraordinary items” to communicate greater stability and predictability 
of a profit’s “ordinary” share. Hence, even if the net profit measure per se varies considerably, this “adjusted” 
measure is communicated as part of non-recurring earnings. The dimension and sign of this reclassification 
depend on the need and convenience of conveying this smoothing, giving the various stakeholders – including 
investors, depositors, and bank regulators – a perception of greater safety and financial strength.

This empirical evidence is compatible with the results reported by McVay (2006), that managers 
opportunistically transfer essential expenses to extraordinary items and later do the inverse path, according 
to their convenience. These findings also corroborate Fan, Barua, Cready, and Thomas (2010), who found 
evidence that classification was changed when there were restrictions for managers to meet benchmark 
gains by manipulating accruals.

Among the causes of such practice in the Brazilian market, the principal versus agent conflict of 
interest is worth noting, considering that adjusted profit is frequently one of the performance measures 
used to calculate the agents’ variable remuneration. However, there is no regulation regarding how these 
bonuses are calculated, as the standards dealing with related parties only provide instructions on how to 
disclose the amount paid to managers.

Note that the coefficients of the variable of interest (LL) of estimations exclusively performed with 
data from non-zero extraordinary items (columns 3 and 4) are higher than the complete data set (columns 
1 and 2) and estimations with winsorized data (columns 2 and 4) are higher than data without treatment 
of outliers (columns 1 and 3). It shows that the more restricted the observations regarding the recognition 
of extraordinary data, the more pronounced the relationship with the dependent variable, IE, and the 
variable of interest, LL. It corroborates the findings, revealing the consistency and persistence of results, 
regardless of the selection criteria and data treatment. Moreover, it increased the relevance of coefficients 
of interest when more restricted criteria are adopted for the treatment of data.

Regarding the control variables, the entities’ size (Tam) did not significantly affect the dependent 
variable in any of the four estimations. Regarding the capitalization index (Cap), the results concerning 
the four estimations indicate that the financial institutions’ level of capitalization negatively impacted the 
recognition of extraordinary items, contradicting the expectations predicted by Dantas and Medeiros 
(2015). The negative relationship indicates that banks presenting higher capital indexes are more likely to 
recognize negative than positive IE. This relationship is not consistent with the fact that banks with higher 
capitalization levels would have less incentive to improve adjusted net profit (LLaj).
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As for the macroeconomic variables representing the level of economic activity (PIB) and the 
economy’s basic interest rate (Sel), the results show that, in general, these variables do not explain the 
entities’ disclosure of part of results as extraordinary items. Furthermore, it reveals that macroeconomic 
conditions do not influence the behavior of the values classified as transitory. 

The set of results concerning the control variables helps evidence the relevance of the level of 
accounting net profit as determining the disclosure of extraordinary items, considering the little or no 
representativeness of control variables. 

5. Final Considerations

This study’s objective was to investigate evidence of Brazilian banks’ practice of earnings 
management by classifying certain result items as “extraordinary” to influence stakeholders’ expectations 
regarding the persistence of profits in the future.

The results revealed a positive association between accounting net profit and extraordinary items, 
suggesting that managers use the classification of extraordinary items to smooth the proxy of recurring 
profit, conveying the stability of future earnings. Another important finding refers to the fact that banks 
more frequently classify expenses as extraordinary items.

In addition to improving the market’s perception, displaying better financial performance 
corroborates the conflict of interest described in the Theory of Agency because adjusted profit is frequently 
used as a measure of performance for the managers’ (agents) variable remuneration. However, entities 
do not usually disclose performance measures used to pay managers because there is no regulation for 
disclosing the parameters used in the calculation.

This study contributes to the development of literature addressing the use of non-GAAP measures 
in the capital market, in which disclosing entities seek to influence the investors’ expectations by using 
measures not regulated by accounting standards and focusing on the disclosure of extraordinary items 
by Brazilian banks. It also contributes to discussions regarding the ED/2019/7 published by IASB, as 
it shows the importance of a guideline for extraordinary items to alleviate the problem of information 
asymmetry. Finally, the findings also improve knowledge regarding how earnings management occurs 
and its determinants in the banking industry, highlighting the possibilities to analyze and use information 
concerning extraordinary items.

This study’s limitations include the population size, as there is a restricted number of publicly-
traded Brazilian banks with data available in the consulted database; Refinitiv Eikon may promote some 
adjustment in the classification of extraordinary items, which may present some differences in relation to 
what is disclosed by the banks in non-GAAP measures in addition to financial statements. Additionally, 
the findings are restricted to the Brazilian banking market, even though it presents evidence that may also 
occur in other economic segments.

Future studies addressing this subject could assess the effects of the disclosure of recurring and non-
recurring items among non-financial companies and verify the extent to which such disclosures influence 
earnings management as reported in this study.
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